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Abstract
Purpose Transcutaneous electrical stimulation (TES)
speeds up colonic transit in children with slow-transit
constipation (STC). This study examined if concurrent
upper gastrointestinal dysmotility (UGD) affected response
to TES.
Methods Radio-nuclear transit studies (NTS) were performed before and after TES treatment of STC as part of a
larger randomised controlled trial. UGD was defined as
delayed gastric emptying and/or slow small bowel transit.
Improvement was defined as increase of C1 Geometric

Centre (median radiotracer position at each time [small
bowel = 1, toilet = 6]).
Results Forty-six subjects completed the trial, 34 had
NTS after stimulation (21 M, 8–17 years, mean 11.3 years;
symptoms[9 years). Active stimulation increased transit in
[50% versus only 25% with sham (p = 0.04). Seventeen
children also had UGD. In children with STC and either
normal upper GI motility (NUGM) and UGD, NTS
improved slightly after 1 month (57 vs. 60%; p = 0.9) and
more after 2 months (88 vs. 40%; p = 0.07). However,
mean transit rate significantly increased with NUGM, but
not UGD (5.0 ± 0.2: 3.6 ± 0.6, p \ 0.01).
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Conclusion Transcutaneous electrical stimulation was
beneficial for STC, with response weakly associated with
UGD. As measured by NTS, STC children with NUGM
responded slightly more, but with significantly greater
increased transit compared to those with UGD. Higher
numbers are needed to determine if the difference is
important.
Keywords Upper gastrointestinal dysmotility (UGD) 
Delayed gastric emptying (DGE)  Slow small bowel transit
(SSBT)  Transcutaneous electrical stimulation (TES) 
Nuclear transit study (NTS)

Introduction
Slow-transit constipation (STC) describes a clinical syndrome characterised by intractable constipation that is not
readily responsive to laxatives, diet or a change in lifestyle
[1]. It is characterised by delayed colonic transit without an
underlying systemic disorder or pelvic floor dysfunction.
Although it was initially described in young women of
reproductive age [2, 3], it has been recognised recently as a
condition affecting children of all ages [4].
Slow colonic transit is readily demonstrated by transit
studies using either radio-opaque pellets or nuclear scintigraphy [5]. The association of concurrent upper gastrointestinal dysmotility (UGD) and its significance has been
increasingly studied and reported [6–9]. Various tests have
been described for the assessment and measurement of
upper gastrointestinal motility and no single test is specific
[10–12], however, scintigraphy is also useful to study
upper gastrointestinal motility, as well as colonic transit
[6–9]. Delayed gastric emptying (DGE) and slow small
bowel transit (SSBT) in adults with STC are well reported
[9, 13], but not in STC children. Nuclear transit study
(NTS) is only available in a few centres worldwide;
however, its use has characterised and categorised children
with chronic constipation according to colonic transit
[5, 14, 15].
Recently, it has been suggested that STC may be part of
a pan-enteric disorder as alterations in oesophageal motility
[16], gastric emptying [7, 16–18] and small bowel motility
[7, 17, 19, 20] have been observed in some patients with
STC. In adults, different treatment strategies have been
employed to treat this subgroup of patients as they respond
poorly to standard medical and surgical therapies. Hence,
we are unsure whether the same rules apply in treating STC
children with UGD.
Recent trials of transcutaneous electrical stimulation
(TES) conducted in our institute, have encouraging results in
treating children with STC [21–24]. The overall results have
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already been reported, but the response of the subgroup of
these STC children with associated UGD has not been
reported and is unknown. Hence, this retrospective study
aimed to reanalyse the results in our recent randomised,
controlled trial to see if there is a difference in response to
TES if STC children with colonic dysmotility also have UGD.
With the analysis of the nuclear transit studies (NTS)
already performed during the trial, we were able to sort
children with STC into subgroups with or without associated UGD [14, 15], classified as delayed gastric emptying
and/or slow small bowel transit.

Methods
Patients were recruited into a randomised, controlled trial
(RCT) using TES to treat children with STC at The Royal
Children’s Hospital (Ethics #23040C). All children were
diagnosed with STC using NTS (as described previously
[5, 14, 15]) prior to trial entry. Those who had chronic
constipation, but not STC were excluded:
Inclusion criteria
•

•

•

Children (aged 8–18 years) C2-year history of chronic
constipation (consistent with Rome II criteria) ± soiling ± appendix stoma utilised for antegrade continence
enemas.
Blood tests to exclude hormonal, allergic and metabolic
causes for their constipation [thyroid function tests
(TFT), flood blood count (FBC) and coeliac screen].
Proven slow-transit constipation on a recent (within the
last 2 years) NTS or have had abnormal colonic
motility demonstrated by colonic manometry.
Exclusion criteria

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

Children with a normal colonic transit time or functional faecal retention (FFR) demonstrated on NTS.
Children with any metabolic or hormonal cause underlying their constipation.
Children with Hirschsprung’s disease or previous
anorectal malformation.
Children who have undergone any surgical procedure
(other than the formation of an appendix stoma) that has
resulted in discontinuity of their gastrointestinal tract.
Children who have any contraindication to receiving
transcutaneous electrical therapy (e.g. skin sensitivity,
pacemaker in-situ).
Children who are unable to respond to the questionnaires due to intellectual disability or short attention
spans.
Previous transcutaneous electrical therapy for treatment
of constipation.
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Clinical assessment
Bowel function (history, medical management, neonatal
issues, existing bowel symptoms), weight, height, blood
pressure, pulse rate and assessment of faecal loading by
abdominal palpation were performed followed by 4 weeks
recording of daily diary. The diary recorded defecation
frequency, response to urge, consistency (Bristol Stool
Scale), soiling, medications usage (laxatives, stool softeners) and abdominal pain.
Sample size
During the pilot study [21], 5/8 (63%) children increased
defecation frequency from \3 into the normal range. An
initial power analysis concluded that with a sample size of
60, the RCT would show a statistically significant change if
the number increasing to [3 defecations per week with
treatment was 25% greater than the number increasing with
sham. Sixty-two children were enrolled. Interim analysis of
transit, soiling and quality of life was done on 35 randomised children (18 sham, 17 active) with active treatment producing a statistically significant benefit in transit
time, soiling and abdominal pain as compared to sham.
From this time, a further 11 children (who had already
commenced) completed the protocol, but no further subjects were recruited as trial staff felt it was unethical to
continue giving sham stimulation. This gave a total of 46
randomised subjects completing the protocol. Eight children with existing appendicostomies had active stimulation
and 24-h colonic manometry.
Randomisation
Instructions for active or sham stimulation were randomised (in blocks of 6) and sealed into numbered envelopes
before recruitment. For each child recruited, the next
envelope was mailed to the treating physiotherapist.
In the RCT, 46 children were randomly assigned to
active (n = 23) or sham (n = 23) stimulation in the first
treatment session, 12 treatments over 1 month. Subsequently, all children were rested for a period of 8 weeks
without any stimulation. During a second month of treatment, all children were given active stimulation (12 treatments over 1 month). At each treatment session, TES was
applied by a physiotherapist for 20 min, 39/week for
4 weeks using 4 electrodes (quadripolar stimulation), 2 on
the anterior abdominal wall and 2 at the back paraspinally
(T9–L2). The electrical settings were 4 kHz carrier frequency with a beat frequency of 80–150 Hz. Forty-two
children completed the trial, 34 had NTS before TES, 20
had NTS after the first treatment session (12 active

stimulation = A1, 8 sham = B1) and 19 had NTS after the
second treatment session (13 active/active = A2, 6 sham/
active = B2).
NTS were performed using liquid meals with radiotracers premixed (99 m-Technetium colloid or 67-gallium
citrate, calculated doses at 160 and 12 MBq, respectively,
equivalent to two standard abdominal radiographs) [14].
Gamma camera images were taken between 0 and 2 h (at 0,
0.5, 1 and 2 h) for gastric emptying study and further
images were taken at 6, 24, 30 and 48 h for assessment of
small bowel and colonic transit. Six regions of interest
were identified: 1 small bowel; 2 ascending colon; 3
transverse colon; 4 descending colon; 5 rectosigmoid colon
and 6 evacuation into toilet. For each patient, the geometric
centre (GC = the median point of the radioactivity at each
time-point) was calculated at 6, 24, 30 and 48 h after
ingestion, using the formula described by Notghi et al.
[Geometric centre = sum of (fraction of activity 9 region
number)] [25].
Upper gastrointestinal dysmotility is classified into
subgroups based on the gastric emptying rate and small
bowel transit. Delayed gastric emptying was defined arbitrarily as t1/2 [ 50 min and [15% retained tracer at 2 h
(Fig. 1b), while slow small bowel transit was defined as
[25% retained tracer in the small intestines at 6 h
(Fig. 1d). Two groups were identified– STC with or without UGD. Their responses to electrical stimulation were
examined to determine whether the presence of UGD
would alter the outcome of treatment.
The GC calculated at 6, 24, 30 and 48 h [14, 15] was
tabulated using Microsoft Excel and data analysis was
performed using GraphPad Prism 3. Statistical analysis was
performed using analysis of variance (ANOVA) to compare the GC of multiple treatments at each time-point and
v2 test to compare the percentage of responders. A
p \ 0.05 was considered significant.
In addition, changes in transit were assessed visually to
determine the number of children improving (responder).
Improvement was defined as an increase in GC of C1
region at 48 h.

Results
Clinical outcome
At the start of the trial, most children took laxatives and
had frequent small stools with C3 defecations per week.
There was no change in the mean number of defecations
per week. There was a decrease in soiling and in abdominal
pain and laxatives use in the active, but not sham group.
The detailed results have been submitted in a separate
manuscript (Chase et al. submitted).
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Table 1 Number of patients enrolled and with transit studies performed after each treatment period
Number of patients (n)
1st period of stimulation 2nd period of stimulation
Active (A1) Sham (B1) Active (A2) Active (B2)
Total enrolled

23

23

Total completed 21

21

19

15

8

13

6

Transit study

Fig. 1 Gastric emptying with retained tracer at 2 h. a Normal
gastric emptying, \15% of tracer in stomach, b delayed gastric
emptying, [15% of tracer in stomach. Gastrointestinal transit at 6 h.
c Normal small bowel transit, d slow small bowel transit with [25%
of tracer retained in small intestine (UGD upper gastrointestinal
dysmotility, NUGM normal upper gastrointestinal motility, DGE
delayed gastric emptying, SSBT slow small bowel transit, S stomach,
ASC ascending colon, TC transverse colon, SI small intestine)

Transit studies
Active stimulation resulted in faster transit at 24 and 48 h
after ingestion of radiolabel. There was no difference in
colonic transit time in the sham group before and after
stimulation [23]. The second period of stimulation and the
presence of concurrent upper GI motility (i.e. gastric
emptying rate and/or small intestinal motility) were not
analysed in the previous report.
While 42/46 children completed the RCT, only 34
children (22M, 12F; age 8–17 years, mean 11.1 years;
symptom duration mean 9.4 years) had NTS both before

12

and after treatment (20 patients after first treatment and 19
patients after second treatment, Table 1). Only five patients
had NTS after both the first and second stimulation periods,
as it was difficult for families to spend 3 days at the hospital while the follow-up NTS was performed. After
1 month of treatment, active stimulation increased the
transit speed in 58% (7/12) of children (Table 2), while
only 25% (2/8) responded in the sham treatment group
(p = 0.04). In the second month of stimulation, both
groups received active treatment. The number of
responders in the group given sham treatment in the first
month increased from 25 to 83% (5/6) following active
treatment (p = 0.03).
Looking at the individual patient’s NTS data, 11/20 (at
1st stimulation) and 9/19 (at 2nd stimulation) STC children
had concurrent UGD (Table 2). Six individual patient’s
data are illustrated (Fig. 2) to demonstrate their response
after each treatment session. Patients with NUGM (Patients
1 and 2) showed a greater increase in colonic transit rate
than those with UGD who responded to treatment (Patients
5 and 6). Patients 3 and 4 had STC with UGD and did not
respond to TES.
For those with NUGM, after 1 month of active stimulation, 4/7 (57%) showed improvement and this increased
to 7/8 (88%) after 2 months of active stimulation. In those
with UGD 3/5 (60%) improved after 1 month, but only 2/5
(40%) after 2 months active stimulation. After 2 months of
active stimulation, more patients with NUGM had

Table 2 Number of patients with normal upper GI motility (NUGM) and upper GI dysmotility (UGD) showing improved transit after each
treatment period
Motility as defined by NTS

Number of patients improved/total number (%)
1st month of stimulation
Active (A1) (%)

2nd month of stimulation
Sham (B1) (%)

Active (A2) (%)

Active (B2) (%)

NUGM

4/7 (57)

0/2 (0)

7/8 (88)

2/2 (100)

UGD (DGE, SSBT)

3/5 (60)

2/6 (33)

2/5 (40)

3/4 (75)

7/12 (58)

2/8 (25)

9/13 (69)

5/6 (83)

Total (n)

UGD upper gastrointestinal dysmotility, NUGM normal upper gastrointestinal motility, DGE delayed gastric emptying, SSBT slow small bowel
transit
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Fig. 2 Individual patient responses to TES. a, b NUGM. Colonic
transit at baseline (pre) and after first month and second month of
treatment. a Both months active treatment, b first month sham and
second month active stimulation. c–f UGD. c Both months active,
d first month sham and second month active stimulation. e After
1 month active. f First month sham and second month active (transit

study post second month only) [responders = patients 1, 2, 5 and 6;
non-responders = patients 3 and 4] (UGD upper gastrointestinal
dysmotility, NUGM normal upper gastrointestinal motility, TES
transcutaneous electrical stimulation, SI small intestines, ASC
ascending colon, TC transverse colon, DSC descending colon,
R/SIG recto-sigmoid colon)

responded than those with UGD (88 vs. 40%, p = 0.07).
Sham stimulation did not change transit.
The patient group that had NUGM and active stimulation through 2 months of stimulation (A2) showed a significant increase in the mean speed of colonic transit at
48 h (p \ 0.01), while there was no significant change in
this patient group after 1 month of active stimulation (A1)
(Fig. 3). For the patient group with both colonic and UGD,
there was no change in mean colonic transit rate.

stimulation, and a slightly higher response rate in the group
with NUGM after active stimulation for 2 months as
compared to the group with UGD. Our results suggest that
(1) STC children with NUGM respond only slightly more
readily to TES therapy, and (2) 2 months of active stimulation were more effective than 1 month of active stimulation for those with NUGM, but not those with UGD. For
children with UGD, more treatment may be required to
achieve similar improvement of colonic transit, perhaps
with longer duration of TES therapy. Alternatively, this
may be a subgroup of STC that does not respond to TES.
Since its discovery in the early 1950s by Dr Nemec from
Vienna, TES has mainly been used in treating pain and
musculoskeletal conditions [26–29], wound healing [30]
and urinary incontinence [31, 32]. Recently, we have found

Discussion
Overall, our results showed significant improvement of
colonic transit after active stimulation as compared to sham
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Fig. 3 Mean colonic transit in STC groups with a NUGM or b UGD.
Colonic transit at baseline (pre) and after 1 month active (A1) and
2 months active (A2) stimulation (TES transcutaneous electrical
stimulation, UGD upper gastrointestinal dysmotility, NUGM normal

upper gastrointestinal motility, SI small intestine, ASC ascending
colon, TC transverse colon, DSC descending colon, R/SIG rectosigmoid colon) **p \ 0.01; mean (SEM)

treatment using TES showed promising results in treating
children with chronic treatment-resistant constipation, i.e.
slow-transit constipation (STC) [21–24]. However, the
clinical response of these children based on the extent of
gastrointestinal dysmotility has not been reported.
Using NTS, we were able to show that some children
with chronic treatment-resistant constipation have slow
colonic transit [5, 14, 15]. In addition, gastric emptying rate
and small bowel transit were useful information gathered in
the same transit study. At our institute, these children were
enrolled for TES as part of an RCT. The clinical response
to treatment has been published [22, 23], with improved
quality of life and faster colonic transit after TES. This
study examined if concurrent UGD had an effect on the
speed of colonic transit as measured by NTS after TES.
The response rate was slightly better in STC children with
NUGM; however, the magnitude of individual responses
was much greater in children with NUGM. The treatment
window may need to be longer for STC children with
associated UGD, or it may be that this is a subgroup that
does not respond to TES at all. Future studies on more
patients may be required to address this issue.
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Conclusion
Transcutaneous electrical stimulation was a beneficial
treatment for paediatric STC, but the amplitude of response
was associated with the extent of concurrent UGD. Children with associated UGD may need more aggressive
therapy and TES may be required for longer than is
required by STC children without UGD.
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